Introduction
There are many different methods in use to scramble voice signals. Two of them seem to be of special importance: band-splitting and time-division. In existing devices for scrambling analog signals often only one of these methods is implemented. However, newer equipment, which is realized by digital circuitry, a l l o w us to use both methods, band splitting and time division, at the same time.
Our paper presents a methematical basis for that situation. We show how an operation which realizes band-splittingin a generalized wayand time division can be designed, and point out that such an operation can be realized by a fast algorithm. The mathematical background is the theory of group-characters for finite abelian groups and the theory of the general fast fourier transfrom (GFFT).
Besides voice scrambling the method is well suited for image scrambling of remotely sensed signals ([PISO]). is under preparation at the Institute of Systems Science at the University of Linz.
A development project on that topic
. The Basic Scrambling Scheme
We assume that the analog signal a i s already sampled. Therefore a is a discrete time-function a: No -+ R : k + a(k) . Frequently the signal a has to pass some pre-processing operation T before it is scrambled. T could be a digital filter, e.g. for data-compression, or the DPSS-transform of Nyner ( C W Y 7 9 7 ) .
+Currently as Visiting Professor at the Department of Systems Science, School of Advanced Technology, State University of New York at Binghamton, Binghamton, N.Y. 13901. The work presented in this paper was partially supported by the Oesterreichischen Fonds zur Foerderung der Wissenschaftlichen Forschung under EWF-Project Nr 4141. The resulting analog signal x constitutes the "plaintext" for our scrambling operation EK which is controlled by a key K. The resulting "ciphertext" y = EK(x) is reprocessed to form the final scrambled output Of the system. Figure 1 We assume furthermore that scrambling is done blockwise with block-length N. So the input signal x is divided into blocks xi= ( x~~~x~~, . . . , X i = 0,1r2.,,,. In every step i the scrambling operation % receives the block xi to compute the block yi = (yio,yil ,... ,yiN-l ) of the scrambled signal y; yi = EK(xi).
(1)
In the case of band-splitting EK is often realized by the conventional discrete fourier-transform F and subsequent coordinate permutation rK, (Xiorxil,. . . ,siN-l).
--
x.. realized very simply. It consists of the coordinate permutation of the time-block x i yi = TI((". 1 .
( 3 ) In terms of cryptographic notation time-division of x . establishes a polyalphabetic substitution-cipher; band-splitting is a product cipher, consisting of a linear cipher as given by the fourier transform F followed by the substitution GK. In many cases of application K will not
